I. INTRODUCTION
There are a limited number of renewable energy technologies which have the potential to supply the world's increasing demand for energy at the TW scale. Solar photovoltaic energy conversion (PV) is one of these technologies. Thin-film solar PV will make an increasingly important contribution to the next generation of PV devices as they can be manufactured with highly competitive costs. Thin films have significant potential; the highest thin-film PV conversion efficiency of 20.4% has been reported for a Cu(In,Ga)Se 2 (CIGS) device. 1 There has already been significant commercial development of the CdTe/CdS thin-film system with First Solar manufacturing modules based on this system at the GW scale. 2 Predictions based on the availability of constituent elements confirm that CdTe and CIGS technologies can contribute to energy supply in the hundreds of GW range. 3, 4 To enable greater deployment of terrestrial PV at the TW level will require: (1) continued, and significant, cost reduction of PV modules; and (2) the ability to manufacture PV devices from sustainable materials. 5 These factors and recognition of the importance of environmental factors including cost and availability of metals and toxicity of PV component elements 6, 7 have all led to a significant focus on new sustainable materials for PV devices. Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 (CZTS) is recognized as a material system which has the potential to make a substantial contribution to PV generation at a cost that will address the issues discussed above.
CZTS is a sustainable material which has received considerable attention in recent years. It belongs to the I 2 -II-IV-VI 4 semiconductor system, 5, [8] [9] [10] [11] and is a member of the adamantine family. 12 CZTS has been identified as having a direct fundamental energy gap, with a high absorption coefficient, which is close to the maximum of the solar spectrum. 13, 14 It has an additional benefit of being fabricated with a range of energy bandgaps depending on the composition of the solid solution although it must also be noted that the full compositional range is not accessible. The highest efficiency device reported to date based on this material system is 11.1% using a mixed S/Se composition for the group VI element; 15 this was produced using a solution-based hydrazine process. The highest efficiency achieved by a vapor deposition process is 9.15%. 16 The highest efficiency achieved with only S for group VI is 6.8%. 17 Despite the range of successful fabrication strategies for making CZTS devices, which includes sputtering, evaporation, electrodeposition, spray pyrolysis, and ink-based approaches, 14 there is a pressing need for more detailed information about the properties of crystalline CZTS. In this work, a comprehensive photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy study of solid state grown CZTS polycrystals is reported which investigates the impact of temperature and laser excitation power. Some ambiguity exists regarding PL of CZTS as previous luminescence studies of CZTS single crystals have claimed that the observed luminescence is due to impurities giving rise to donor acceptor pair (DAP) emission. 18, 19 More recent studies have proposed a model of fluctuating potentials 4, 20 initially developed by Levanyuk and Osipov. 21 Hall measurements have shown that the CZTS system has high doping levels, around 2 Â 10 20 cm
À3
, with high levels of compensation predominantly from native defects. 20 Under such circumstances, impurity bands will form in the forbidden energy gap and merge with the conduction and valence bands.
Although the phase diagram of CZTS is not known over the full compositional range, 22 it is known that the compositional region forming stoichiometric CZTS is relatively narrow and that any significant shift in composition results in the formation of a proportion of compounds other than CZTS, referred to as secondary phases. It is expected that 24 Under these non-stoichiometric conditions, the presence of secondary phases is likely to be greater. In general, it has been considered that the presence of secondary phases, particularly when their fundamental energy gap is larger than CZTS, will be detrimental to device performance. 14 Recent work 25 has shown that this may not be the case. The presence of secondary phases at grain boundaries in polycrystalline CZTS alters the grain boundary recombination velocity potentially increasing PV conversion efficiency. In contrast, Chen et al. predict, on the basis of thermodynamic arguments, that high quality single crystals, with lower concentrations of intrinsic defects, are most likely to be formed in the Cu-rich, Zn-poor region where the dominant defect is the Cu Zn antisite defect. 26 It is postulated that these conditions may not produce the best solar PV devices because of the relatively large acceptor binding energy of the Cu Zn antisite defect. Chen et al. also note that, in the narrow chemical potential region where stoichiometric CZTS can be grown, the dominant self-compensated defect pair complex will be the neutral ½Cu 26 This is expected to have poorer charge separation characteristics which will be important when considering PV device performance. This leads to a prediction that the best solar devices will be in the nonstoichiometric Cu-poor, Zn-rich region where V Cu and Zn Cu are anticipated to be the dominant defects. 26 This is consistent with the findings of Katagiri et al. 24 There are clear parallels with the copper chalcopyrite system CuInSe 2 and Cu(In,Ga)Se 2 where it is found that the Cu vacancy defect is prevalent in Cu-poor material and has a low energy of formation. This leads to a range of possible stable defects which have low energies of formation. 27 Structurally, the CZTS system can exist in the kesterite I 4 or stannite I 42m phases. 28 CZTS may also exist in the primitive mixed PCMA P42m structure. This is not considered further in this work as calculations indicate that PCMA has a higher energy structure. 29 Calculations show that the most likely structure for the CZTS system is kesterite [29] [30] [31] which is p-type from the dominant Cu Zn antisite defect. 26 However, the energy difference between the phases is very small with predicted values ranging from 1.3 meV/atom 30 to $3 meV/atom. 29, 31 The difference between kesterite and stannite phases arises from the ordering of the Cu and Zn atoms. 32 As Cu and Zn are isoelectronic in CZTS, it is not possible to use X-ray diffraction to identify the structure. 33 Evidence regarding the crystal structure of the highest efficiency devices is inconclusive. In addition, the current highest efficiency CZTS PV devices are produced under conditions that do not create a thermodynamically stable CZTS crystalline system. [15] [16] [17] 34 Other work on the CZTS polycrystals used in this study indicates that they may be disordered on the nanometer length scale. 35 This forms part of a growing body of evidence which suggests that CZTS is a highly disordered phase such that the relationship to ordered kesterite or stannite phases becomes ill-defined.
To provide further insights into the optoelectronic properties of polycrystalline CZTS, low-temperature PL spectroscopy is employed as a powerful, non-invasive technique which gives information about optically active recombination centers, non-radiative pathways, near band edge recombination, and the presence of other optically active levels. By using detailed temperature-and intensity-dependent luminescence measurements, the model of fluctuating potentials is confirmed for the observed PL emission in CZTS polycrystals grown by solid state reaction for all compositions studied. Observed variations in the spectroscopic properties are attributed to the changes in CZTS composition and correlated with the location of CZTS polycrystals on the compositional phase diagram.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENTS
Sample preparation has been presented previously. 35 In summary: CZTS samples were synthesized by solid state reaction of the constituent elements at 800 C for 24 h. The purity of the starting elements was chosen to be comparable to the purity of material used for solar PV devices. 14 The purity, as certified by the manufacturers, was Cu (99.9%), Zn (97.5%), Sn (99.85%), and S (99.5%). The dominant impurities in the Zn were listed as Fe and Pb, present in roughly equal amounts. Cu, Zn, and Sn were mixed and placed in a single graphite boat, separate to the S powder contained in a second graphite boat. Both boats were sealed in an evacuated quartz ampoule. After heat treatment, the end of the ampoule away from the graphite boats was first water quenched to condense any sulfur vapor which would otherwise form S-rich secondary phases on the sample surface during cooling. Following this, the entire ampoule was water quenched. A total of eight samples were analyzed in this work. Table I gives the nominal composition based on the weight of the starting components measured using a precision of 0.1 mg.
The samples formed a coating on the graphite boat with no visible evidence of large scale segregation of impurities. All were observed to be polycrystalline with typical grain sizes ranging from 10 to 200 lm. Figure 1 shows a back scattered scanning electron micrograph of sample C4 with the CZTS grains distinctly visible and having typical grain sizes of 50 lm. The image also shows small ($5 lm) secondary phase precipitates decorating the CZTS grain boundaries. EDX quantitative analysis confirmed these secondary phases as CuS. Previous growth of CZTS by this method required annealing for a total of 16 days; 36, 37 it has been shown that CZTS polycrystals can be successfully grown in 24 h. X-ray powder diffraction was performed on the samples to confirm the CZTS structure and explore the possible identification of additional phases. Low temperature PL spectroscopy was performed with the samples mounted under vacuum in a closed cycle helium cryostat. The luminescence was excited by the 458 nm line of an Arþ ion laser and measured with a cooled Si photodiode array detector connected to a grating spectrometer with a 1200 lines per mm grating.
A quasi-ternary composition diagram covering the compositional region for these samples is presented in Figure 2 . The basis for using the ternary representation is that the amount of S incorporated into the crystals is assumed to depend on the amount of metallic elements. The ternary diagram illustrates the composition regions recognized as Cu/Zn/Sn-rich and Cu/Zn/Sn-poor (denoted by Cuþ, Cu-, etc.). It also shows the composition region of the highest performing devices reported to date. 24 The full CZTS phase diagram is extremely complex; however, much useful information can be obtained from a consideration of ternary systems derived from CZTS, as depicted in Figure 2 . A study of the quasi-ternary Cu 2 S-ZnS-SnS 2 system at 400 C has shown that, apart from the narrow region at the centre of the plot, there are always additional phases present alongside CZTS. 38 For regions which are Cu-poor, the secondary phases are expected to include Cu 2 ZnSn 3 S 8 and ZnS; regions which are Zn-poor may be expected to have CuSnS, Cu 2 ZnSn 3 S 8 , and Cu 2 S; regions which are Zn-rich may be expected to have ZnS. 39 Looking at the composition of the samples in Table I , as represented on the phase diagram in Figure 2 , they may be placed into four broad groups: group (i) C1, C2, and C3-stoichiometric (noting that C1 and C2 have a S excess); group (ii) C4-Cu-poor, Zn-rich, Sn-rich; group (iii) C5, C6, and C7-Cu-poor, Zn-rich, Sn-poor; and group (iv) C8 Cu-rich, Zn-poor.
X-ray powder diffraction spectra for all samples are presented in Figure 3 . The spectra have been displaced vertically for clarity. The spectra show the reflections expected from the CZTS kesterite phase. The main features present have been identified and are labeled as (101) at 18 , (112) and correspond with the JCPDS CZTS pattern (JCPDS No 26-0575). Less intense features have not been labeled for clarity; however, features present in all spectra correspond with a known peak in the JCPDS pattern. It is recognized that it is not possible to distinguish between the kesterite and stannite phases using X-ray analysis. 33, 40 There is also significant overlap in the diffraction pattern of CZTS and common secondary phases, most notably ZnS 40 and Cu x SnS xþ1 . 41 The only pronounced variation between the samples in Figure 3 is the additional peak in sample C8 at 27 , highlighted with an arrow, attributed to an unidentified secondary phase. The principal peaks in the X-ray data were used to obtain the average lattice parameters giving a ¼ 5.425 Å , c ¼ 10.86 Å with c/a ¼ 2.002. This compares with previously published values of 5.434 Å and 10.856 Å . 42 TABLE I. Composition of CZTS Crystals determined from initial weight of elements. Samples are assigned to one of three PL groups (a)-(c) based on the qualitative appearance of the overall PL spectra. These data corroborate the presence of CZTS crystalline material in all eight samples. Low-temperature PL spectra allowed the samples to be categorized into a smaller set of three broad groups based on the overall qualitative appearance of the spectra. Figure 4 shows PL spectra representative of each of the three PL groups. PL group (a) consists of samples C4, C5, and C6 which have PL spectra characterized by a single dominant feature centered at 1.4 eV which is the main CZTS PL peak. In this group, the main peak has an asymmetry with a tail to higher energy. Samples in this group also show a series of very weak luminescence features in the region 1.6-2.6 eV. PL group (b) consists of samples C1, C2, and C7 which have PL spectra characterized by a dominant CZTS PL feature and in addition a series of relatively less intense features to higher energy in the range 1.6-2.6 eV. In these samples, the main CZTS peak is shifted to lower energies, compared with group (a), and has a smaller FWHM. It also does not exhibit the asymmetry seen in the main CZTS feature from samples in group (a). PL Group (c) consists of samples C3 and C8 which have PL spectra characterized by emission peaks across the full PL range 1.3-2.6 eV having approximately the same intensity; in addition, this group has a CZTS PL feature which is also at a lower energy than group (a) and much weaker in intensity than those in groups (a) and (b). A comparison of Figures 3 and 4 verifies that PL provides a more sensitive measure of the impact of the structural differences and the presence of secondary phases in CZTS compared with X-rays.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A comparison of the PL spectra of samples C1, C2, and C3 is shown in Figure 5 . These samples all have the CZTS stoichiometric ratio of metallic elements with sample C3 also having the stoichiometric ratio of S. Sample C2 has 10% extra S and sample C1 has 20% extra S. There is no observable difference in the X-ray plots in Figure 3 . , and (c), classified according to the relative intensity of the main CZTS feature at 1.4 eV. The PL spectra were measured at a sample temperature of 3 K and excited using a laser power of 100 mW at a wavelength of 458 nm.
FIG. 5. PL spectra from samples C1, C2, and C3 which all have the stoichiometric ratio of metallic elements. Sample C3 is stoichiometric CZTS, sample C2 had 10% excess S and sample C1 had 20% excess S. All spectra were measured at a sample temperature of 3 K using a laser power of 100 mW at a wavelength of 458 nm. The spectrum for sample C1 has been displaced vertically for clarity; the spectra for samples C2 and C3 have been scaled by a factor of 2.
However, the PL spectra show distinct differences. Sample C1 is in the PL group (b) having a distinct CZTS feature at 1.34 eV. The CZTS PL feature is reduced in intensity in samples C2 and C3 with the peak being at 1.40 eV and 1.37 eV, respectively. There are also a number of luminescence features in the energy range from 1.5 to 2.5 eV. As discussed above, these are attributed to secondary phases. The presence of secondary phases, as indicated by the integrated intensity of luminescence in the 1.5-2.5 eV range, is not correlated with the amount of S during growth. All the samples were cold water quenched at the conclusion of growth so the formation of secondary phases will have most likely occurred at the growth temperature. This has implications for device growth as it is clear that excess S affects the formation of secondary phases even when the metallic elements are in the correct ratio. It should also be noted that the sample with the highest amount of S during growth has the most pronounced CZTS peak. The amount of S incorporated in the CZTS system is expected to be controlled by the amount and valency of metallic elements. This has led to a view that the amount of S incorporated into CZTS depends only on the amount of metallic elements, assuming sufficient S is available. 38 This is the assumption underlying the representation of the samples on the quasi-ternary phase diagram shown in Figure 2 . It has been shown that for these CZTS polycrystals this assumption has limited validity.
The remainder of this paper focuses on a detailed analysis of the behavior of the main CZTS luminescence feature in the 1.3-1.4 eV range. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that the PL spectra also exhibit a range of emission features in the 1.5-2.6 eV range which are attributed to the presence of secondary phase compounds as discussed above. Analysis of secondary phases and their potential impact on PV devices is reported elsewhere. 25 It should be noted that a full analysis of larger bandgap secondary phases using PL will require a shorter laser wavelength than the 458 nm Ar þ laser line used in these measurements. The PL intensity of the main CZTS feature is obtained through fitting a series of Gaussian peaks to the full PL spectra. The integrated intensity of the main CZTS PL feature is obtained from the Gaussian area. Samples C4, C5, and C6 in PL group (a) and samples C1, C2, and C7 in PL group (b) all exhibited a distinct CZTS feature which was straightforward to fit. Any intensity overlap with nearby PL emission from secondary phase peaks can be readily removed in this process. Samples C3 and C8 in PL group (c) exhibited a much less intense CZTS PL feature. The method is still applicable in this case although the CZTS intensity will have a greater uncertainty for these samples. Figure 6 presents the evolution of the PL spectra of three representative samples (C4-PL group (a), C1-PL group (b), and C3-PL group (c)) as a function of increasing laser power from 5 mW to 200 mW at a laser wavelength of 458 nm and a sample temperature of 3 K. In these measurements, an unfocussed laser beam is used: 200 mW is equivalent to an excitation density of 2.8 W cm
À2
. The data are interpreted within the framework developed by Schmidt et al. 43 This model considers all possible radiative and non-radiative transitions across a direct bandgap semiconductor. Using coupled rate equations, the intensity dependence for each possible pathway can be determined. FIG. 6 . The evolution of PL emission spectra with increasing laser power for samples C4, C1, and C3 showing behavior typical for sample groups (a), (b) and (c). The ln-ln laser power-luminescence intensity plot shows the behavior of the intensity of the main CZTS PL peak for all samples with increasing laser power. The straight lines are linear regression fits. All measurements were made at a temperature of 3 K.
The model for the dependence of near band edge luminescence intensity with laser intensity explains the I / L k behavior, where I is the luminescence intensity and L is the laser power. The exponent k is shown to be 1 < k < 2 for excitonic transitions and k < 1 for other transitions. The slopes of the linear regression fits to the ln-ln laser power-luminescence intensity plots for all samples in Figure 6 are tabulated in Table II .
With the exception of sample C2, all the slopes are in the range 0.8-1.0. The maximum uncertainty in these data is 60.05. The k-values are consistent with band-to-band type recombination. Commonly observed k-values for conventional DAP type transitions are 0.2-0.5. 43 It is also observed that, at high laser excitation densities, the PL intensity saturates for DAP type transitions. There is no significant saturation observed in these data. It is likely that the value of 1.05 for sample C2 is a consequence of the relatively low intensity of the CZTS peak as seen in Figure 5 . A blue shift is observed with increasing laser power which is one feature of standard DAP luminescence. However, for reasons described below, it can be concluded that the main CZTS peak is not due to conventional DAP recombination from isolated shallow donor and acceptor impurity levels.
It has recently been proposed that the most appropriate model to describe CZTS luminescence is the model of fluctuating potentials. 4, 20 This model has also been shown to be appropriate for describing luminescence in Cu(InGa)Se 2 . 44 In heavily doped semiconductors, discrete energy levels associated with shallow impurities, both donor and acceptor, broaden resulting in the formation of impurity bands which ultimately merge with the conduction and valence band density of states into the fundamental energy gap. A large concentration of charged impurities, as is the case in compensated CZTS, 26 gives rise to tail states in the conduction and valence bands. High carrier concentrations produce Coulomb screening of the potential associated with donor or acceptor impurities which reduces their binding energy. The Debye screening radius is given by
where a 0 is the Bohr radius of the isolated shallow donor or acceptor state and n is the concentration of free charge carriers (electrons or holes). The screening radius is significantly less than the Bohr radius of individual impurities. Furthermore, it has been shown that a random distribution of impurities within a volume R 3 has a mean square fluctuation in the number of impurities of ðN T R 3 Þ 1=2 , where N T is the total concentration of charged impurities, both donor and acceptor. This random distribution of impurities thus has the overall effect of superimposing a fluctuating potential on the conduction and valence band tail states on a length scale of r 0 . In a heavily compensated semiconductor, where the mean Fermi level lies in the middle of the forbidden energy gap, the amplitude of the local fluctuating potential is given by
where N T is the concentration of donor and acceptor impurities and is the relative permittivity. 45 When the value of c is more than the binding energy of isolated substitutional shallow donors or acceptors, the fluctuating potential model dominates and the PL spectra behave very differently. In this regime, the energy states contributing to the luminescence are strongly localized. 21 At these high impurity concentrations, it is also necessary to consider the carrier dynamics where changes in the impurity capture cross section can have a profound impact on the luminescence spectrum. At low optical excitation densities and low temperatures, the electrons and holes tend to cluster in lower energy regions of higher donor and acceptor concentration where c is largest. The maximum separation of donor and acceptor clusters which participate in luminescence transitions under these conditions is determined by carrier tunneling which depends exponentially on their separation.
The temperature dependence of the CZTS luminescence is shown in Figure 7 . The thermal activation of luminescence features reveals a considerable wealth of information about the electronic transitions involved in the luminescence process. The temperature dependent intensity of many PL features can be described using a bi-exponential model of the form
where E 1 and E 2 are independent activation energies for the thermal excitation of charge carriers out of the radiative state to a higher energy non radiative state; this may be an excited state of the optically active centre or a level associated with a completely different centre or defect. The parameters a 1 and a 2 are proportional to the ratio of the degeneracy of the radiative and non-radiative levels. 46 This model describes the temperature behavior of the luminescence transition without requiring a detailed knowledge of the thermal excitation of the optical recombination pathway. There has been some discussion about the validity of such a model to correctly interpret some observed PL emission over a wide temperature range where changes in the capture cross section of one of the levels can provide an alternative explanation. 47 In the case of fluctuating potentials where the thermal excitation of the electron or hole out of the local fluctuating TABLE II. k coefficients obtained from the slope of the ln-ln laser powerluminescence intensity plots (column 2) (uncertainty in k 6 0.05); fits to Eq. (3) (columns 3 and 4) (uncertainty in E 1 and E 2 6 5 meV); Increase in CZTS PL peak position from 3 K to 300 K (column 5). potential will occur independently with different activation energies, it is appropriate to use the bi-exponential model. Figure 7 shows the PL spectra as a function of temperature for samples C4, C1, and C3 from PL groups (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The bi-exponential fit to intensity of the main CZTS peak for these three samples is also shown in Figure 7 as an Arrhenius plot. Comparable fits are obtained for all samples. The parameters E 1 and E 2 from the fits for all samples are given in Table II . It can also be seen from the three sets of PL spectra in Figure 7 that the temperature behavior of the secondary phase PL peaks is very different from the main CZTS peak. The intensity of the luminescence in the secondary phase region changes significantly less with increasing temperature. A detailed analysis of this behavior is not discussed for the reasons described above.
The temperature dependence of the peak energy of the main CZTS peak is shown in Figure 8 . In all cases, there is an increase in the peak energy from 3 K to 300 K as predicted by the fluctuating potential model. Samples C1, C2, C3, C7, and C8 show a monotonic increase in energy. This corresponds with samples in PL groups (b) and (c). Samples C4, C5, and C6, all in PL group (a), exhibit a decrease in energy at lower temperatures with samples C5 and C6 showing two turning points. This characteristic S-type behavior has also been observed in CIGS. 48 In conventional low-doped semiconductors, this PL measurement would exhibit behavior consistent with the fundamental energy gap as this is tracked by near band edge transitions. Optical absorption measurements on solution grown CZTS thin films have shown that the fundamental energy bandgap follows the Bose Einstein model. 49 This model predicts that the energy bandgap is described by where H E is the Einstein temperature and a B is the electron phonon interaction strength. 50 Although the increase in energy is not linear with temperature, the average value for CZTS has been determined as dE g dT ¼ À8:63 Â 10 À4 eV K À1 . This value predicts a decrease of 256 meV in the energy gap of CZTS between 3 K and 300 K. Table II gives the increase in energy in meV observed in the main CZTS peak position between 3 K and 300 K. There is no clear correlation with samples although the two largest shifts are in samples C1 and C7 both in PL group (b). Figure 9 shows the shift of the main CZTS PL peak with increasing laser power from 5 mW (equivalent to 70 mW cm À2 ) to 200 mW (equivalent to 2.8 W cm À2 ). Almost all samples show the same behavior. With the exception of sample C3 (which shows an increase of 45 meV), the average increase is 12 meV. As noted above, the assignment of the main CZTS peak to isolated DAP recombination is not possible. One of the features of normal DAP luminescence is a blue shift as the laser intensity is increased. This would arise from increased Coulomb screening from a larger photoexcited carrier concentration leading to a reduction in the Coulomb interaction in the final ionized state. At higher laser intensities, less distant donor-acceptor pairs would dominate, increasing the energy of the DAP transition. The shift observed here is substantially larger than that normally seen in DAP luminescence (typically a few meV). An estimate of the steady state photocarrier concentration suggests that the highest power used (200 mW) would correspond with the high injection regime. This behavior coupled with the increase in peak energy with increasing temperature suggests that the model of fluctuating potentials is the most appropriate description for this system. The energy shift shows the same behavior for the majority of samples, except C3 and C5, which suggests that similar processes occur in the majority of the CZTS samples despite their very different stoichiometry. Figure 10 presents a scatter plot of the values E 1 versus E 2 for each sample obtained from the bi-exponential fit. It is assumed that the larger E 2 corresponds with the thermal activation of the valence band states. There is evidence of a correlation between the values of E 1 and E 2 for the samples. As the value of E 1 is smaller, it is believed that this represents the thermal excitation of carriers out of local potential wells in the conduction band as the electron effective mass will be less than the valence band effective masses. The value of E 1 is determined by c, a function of r 0 which in turn depends on the Bohr radius. The values of E 1 also indicate that at all but the lowest temperatures the local potential fluctuations in the conduction band will have negligible effect on the luminescence. It is also worth noting that the three samples which exhibit a more complex temperature behavior in Figure 8 (the three samples in PL group (a)) have the largest values for E 1 . It is thus plausible that the interplay between the fluctuations in the conduction and valence bands may explain this behavior. It should be noted that the band gap renormalization introduced by the impurity states will result in the conduction and valence band fluctuations following each other separated by the local renormalized energy gap. According to Shklovskii and Efros, 45 electrons and holes confined by fluctuating potentials can be considered electron and hole droplets with a characteristic dimension (for electrons) of
where a e is the electron Bohr radius and N is the density of impurity states. In this model, percolation pathways for electrons and holes out of local potential minima will be different reflecting the different values obtained for E 1 and E 2 in these measurements. The temperature of the intermediate minima in the PL intensity for these three samples, in Figure 8 , does correlate broadly with the value of E 1 . It is noted that the FWHM of the PL peaks in group (a) correlates with the larger values of E 1 and E 2 given in Table II and Figure 10 . Conversely, the sharper PL peaks observed for the samples in group (b) correlate with the smaller values of E 1 and E 2 . Further work is required to confirm the validity of this observation. The asymmetry to higher energy for the samples in group (a) reflects the reduced probability of carriers occupying higher energy levels within the larger local fluctuating potential. It can be seen from Eqs. (1) and (2) that the size of the local fluctuating potential c is proportional to a 3=4 0 where a 0 is the Bohr radius. The Bohr radius, in turn, is proportional to the effective mass of the electron or hole. If it is assumed that the values of E 1 and E 2 are proportional to the size of fluctuations in the conduction and valence bands, we can use the ratio of E 1 /E 2 to infer the ratio of the effective masses in the conduction and valence bands. Figure 10 presents E 1 vs. E 2 for each sample. The straight lines are linear regression fits for samples in each PL group (a)-(c). The average slope of the regression fits is 20. If E 1 and E 2 correlated exactly with the values of c in the conduction and valence bands this would imply that the ratio of the hole to electron effective mass is 54, obtained from 20 4/3 . This value is larger than other direct bandgap semiconductors having an energy gap comparable to CZTS. This analysis is not a rigorous method for determining information on the effective mass but nevertheless does suggest that the hole effective mass is larger than the electron effective mass consistent with other direct bandgap semiconductors having a fundamental energy gap similar to CZTS. Very little information exists about the effective masses of carriers in CZTS so further work will be necessary to validate this conclusion. It is clear from a consideration of the fluctuating potential model that this value is likely to be an overestimate of the effective mass ratio as the impact of tunneling has not been included in the model. The thermal activation of electron and holes along differing conduction and valence percolation paths will also limit the validity of this analysis.
The main CZTS peak can also be used to give an indication of the relative size of the energy gap. It is not possible to use PL to determine the energy gap at room temperature in these samples as the PL emission is too weak. However, the relative size of the bandgaps can be readily determined at 3 K. Figure 9 shows the PL peaks for all samples at 3 K. Comparing the positions at the lowest laser power for each sample, it can be seen that the three samples with the largest bandgaps are C6, C4, and C5 which correspond to samples in PL group (a).
It was noted above that the best quality single crystal samples were predicted to be in the Cu-rich, Zn-poor region. 26 This corresponds most closely to sample C8. Figure 4 shows the PL spectra of this sample at 3 K excited using 100 mW of laser power. This sample is in PL group (c). The PL spectrum shows a relatively weak CZTS peak with the spectrum dominated by emission from secondary phases. On the basis of these data, this sample cannot be considered the highest quality.
The relative intensity of the main CZTS peak varies considerably across the samples. This is attributed in part to the relative proportion of secondary phases in the polycrystals and the relatively low carrier lifetime in CZTS as noted above. Notwithstanding this, the general behavior of the CZTS PL peak with increasing temperature and increasing laser power is broadly similar for all the samples across a wide range of compositions. The fact that this behavior is observed over a relatively wide region of the composition phase diagram has implications for PV device application. Although it is known that CZTS has a narrow region of stability in the phase diagram, it has been shown here that the general optoelectronic behavior of CZTS is similar over a much wider composition region where the nature of the secondary phases is likely to vary considerably. Figure 11 shows a schematic of the model of fluctuating potentials in this CZTS material. The fluctuations in the conduction and valence bands will follow each other separated by the local normalized bandgap. Thermal excitation paths out of the local potential wells will be different for electrons and holes as discussed above. At low laser powers and low temperatures, recombination will occur from electrons and holes localized in lower energy potential wells. The maximum separation at which recombination can occur will depend on the tunneling. As the temperature is increased, the effect will be to excite electrons and holes so that they can occupy higher energy states in the potential wells. Thus, PL recombination will be at an increased energy. As laser power is increased, the larger population of photoexcited carriers will occupy higher energy levels within the local potential well also increasing the PL recombination energy as depicted in Figure 11 . In this model, local potential wells with larger values of r 0 and c will demonstrate a larger increase in PL emission energy with increasing laser power and increasing temperature. There will also be a more pronounced asymmetry to higher energy, again consistent with these observations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a series of eight Cu 2 ZnSnS 4 polycrystals have been grown by solid state reaction at 800 C for 24 h. The polycrystals had a range of compositions as determined from the starting composition of the elements, including the region known to produce the highest efficiency photovoltaic devices. X-ray measurements confirmed the growth of CZTS crystalline material. All the samples were observed to be polycrystalline with grain dimensions in the range 10-200 lm. Temperature and laser intensity dependent PL measurements demonstrated that the main CZTS PL peak around 1.4 eV is not due to DAP recombination. The data were fitted to the model of fluctuating potentials which arises from the very high doping level present in CZTS from native defects. The fluctuating potential arises from the mean square fluctuation in the number of impurities in a volume R 3 given by ðN T R 3 Þ 1=2 , where N T is the total concentration of impurities. The PL data are described by recombination of carriers trapped in local potential wells, previously described as electron and hole droplets. An increase in PL peak position of the main CZTS feature with both increasing temperature and increasing laser power is observed. Fitting data to a bi-exponential function gives independent activation energies for electrons and holes corresponding to different percolation paths for electrons and holes. The data are used to estimate the ratio of the electron to hole effective mass and demonstrate that the hole effective mass is larger. Despite the wide range of compositions, very similar behavior for the main CZTS feature in the samples was observed. The PL data also show evidence of a very broad range of secondary phases. These results make a significant contribution to a body of evidence which points to CZTS being a highly disordered system. In such circumstances, the relationship of CZTS to highly ordered kesterite or stannite phases becomes ambiguous. It has been shown that, despite significant variation in the nature and quantity of secondary phases, the optoelectronic properties of CZTS are dominated by high concentrations of native defects which manifest through the fluctuating potential description of CZTS; the implications for PV devices are discussed.
